Lies, Lies, and More Lies!
By Dean L. Gano; November 2022

“Propaganda works best when those who are being manipulated
are confident that they are acting on their own free will.”
Joseph Goebbels
Propaganda Minister for Adolf Hitler

The once objective journalism we got from Walter Cronkite, has been
replaced by advocacy journalism, which is the same as propaganda, but
the Sheeple don’t know it and if they don’t wake up soon, history will repeat
itself. This article provides a synopsis of the biggest lies our psychopathic
leaders are propagandizing and includes lies about the COVID-19
“pandemic” (Lies #1-12), Information Control (Lies #13 & 14), the Climate
Change Hoax (Lies #15-19), Failed Education System (Lie #20), Systemic
Racism (Lie #21), the US economy (Lie #22), and the Secure Southern
Border (Lie #23).
1. Two and a half years ago, they told you they needed just three
weeks to flatten the curve.
They lied, but who is “They?” (Source) “They” are the psychopathic leaders
of the many governments where the Sheeple dominate the population.
Throughout human history, every time a civilization becomes very
successful, the easy life creates the Sheeple, who become the dominate
group. And, because they have no idea what caused their success, the
psychopathic leaders take advantage of their ignorance and seize the
opportunity to fulfill their need for power. And because psychopaths are
simply not capable of dealing with reality the whole society falls apart when
they implement their idiotic solutions.
2. They told you that if you stayed at home that it would prevent the
hospitals from being overcrowded.
They lied. (Source) Very few hospitals were ever overcrowded, and the
highest infection rates were in communities where people stayed home and
infected other members of their family.
3. They told you millions of people around the world were dying of
Covid-19.
They lied. (Source) Most deaths were caused by a pre-existing condition
that the vaccines or the Covid-19 virus exacerbated.
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4. They told you that Covid-19 is a disease of the unvaccinated.
They lied. (Source) Over 70% of hospitalized Covid patients are vaccinated
and the real-world vaccine effectiveness is proving to be as low as minus
391%, meaning the vaccinated could be 4 times more likely to get infected
with COVID-19 than the unvaccinated. (Source)
5. Then you were told the Covid vaccines make you less likely to be
infected with or transmit Covid-19.
They lied. (Source) Those with three doses are three times more likely to
be infected and the vaccines do nothing to stop transmission.
6. They told you that the Covid vaccines are safe and effective.
They lied. (Source 1) (Source 2) They are 75 times more deadly than every
other vaccine available. Pfizer knew from their own early safety studies that
90%+ of pregnant women that got vaccinated had miscarriages. (Source)
7. They told you that the contents of the Covid vaccines stay at the
injection site.
They lied. (Source) The spike proteins in the vaccines go to all parts of the
body, but most troubling is that they are highly concentrated in the ovaries
where they interfere with reproduction, and the lymph nodes, where they
kill your immune system. Both helping to reduce world population just like
they wanted. The vaccines have killed 193,000 people in Europe so far and
the rate is continuing to increase.
8. They told you that the mRNA Covid-19 vaccines do not interfere
with your DNA.
They lied. (Source) A previous study published in October 2021 from
Sweden found the spike protein enters into our cells’ nuclei and impairs the
mechanism our cells use to repair damaged DNA.
9. Now they’re trying to tell you that the Covid-19 vaccines lose
effectiveness over time and that you need repeated booster shots.
But they are lying yet again. The Covid-19 vaccines can’t lose
effectiveness, because they never had any as documented in lie #4 above.
Instead, we are witnessing an increased degradation of the immune system
each time another dose of the Covid-19 vaccine is given. In other words,
the Covid-19 injections cause a new form of Acquired Immuno-Deficiency
Syndrome (AIDS) (Source)
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10. They told you Ivermectin would not work to fight COVID-19.
They lied. (Source) Ivermectin is 33 times safer than aspirin and works in
20 different ways to prevent all kinds of human infections and cancers.
11. They told you we must get a vaccine, social distance, and wear
masks to prevent dying form COVID-19.
They lied. (Source1) (Source 2) More than 6,000 NIH technical papers
show that all healthy people can prevent infection and hence death if they
have a normal level of blood serum zinc and zinc ionophores. To
understand this, all one must do is ask a couple of obvious questions:
a. Why don’t healthy children get sick and die from COVID-19, or why
are some people of all ages asymptomatic when they get infected?
Answer: Because they all have normal levels of zinc ionophores, like
vitamins C, D, E. and zinc in their blood stream.
b. Why are old people and those with compromised health conditions
more likely to die from this virus?
Answer: Because they don’t have any zinc in their blood. All of the
18 comorbidity conditions associated with COVID-19 deaths are
caused by a zinc deficiency.
To learn the detailed causes of infection, read this article: COVID-19 and
Real Science. And if you want to know how to treat this virus in case you
get it, here is a “must read” Guideline: A Guide to the Management of
COVID-19 (7-30-21). This is important, because most likely your doctor
won’t do this and you might die because of his/her wokeness. Also, Masks
Don’t Work! The NIH spent $42 billion last year on research, but didn’t do a
single study on Mask effectiveness. Why? Because they have already done
hundreds of studies and they all show masks don’t work!
12. They told you this was a Pandemic of the Unvaccinated.
They lied. (Source) The CDC says you are not vaccinated until 14 days
after each jab. They do not provide any scientific reason for this criterion,
but as you can see in Figure 1 below, it helps support their false narrative
by hiding reality. And OBTW, the Vaccines Adverse Effects Reporting
System (VAERS) data, only captures about 1% of reality.
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13. The Corporate media told you all these lies were a conspiracy
theory and that only they hold the Truth.
They lied. (Source) All you have to do is follow the money. In 2020 alone,
Big Pharma spent 6.56 billion dollars advertising their products. TV
advertising amounted to $4.58 billion, which is 75% of this media’s budget.
Big Pharma has executives on the board of all corporate media companies
and they tell them what to say.
14. They told you that if you want to know the answer to any question,
you should Google it.
They lied. (Source) Google is the last place you should go to get honest
answers. Google and most of the other big tech companies are
manipulating their searches and data to promote a radical socialist agenda.
Alphabet Inc., who owns Google, who owns YouTube, which is transmitted
on Amazon servers, are working together to control the narratives the
Sheeple are fed. Use DuckDuckGo if you want an honest search.
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15. They told you the climate is changing because of mankind’s
careless burning of fossil fuels.
They lied. (Source) There simply is no evidence to support this nonsense.
It’s natural and it’s called weather!
16. They told you the Antarctica ice cap is melting faster than ever
before.
They lied. (Source) This is a “must watch” video.
17. They told you tropical storms and hurricanes are getting more
frequent and intense.
They lied: There is no increasing trend at all. See actual government data
below:

18. They told you the number of strong U.S. Tornados have increased
substantially in recent years.
They lied. See government data below:
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19. They told you the drought conditions in the United States is
getting worse.
They lied. See actual NOAA data below:
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20. They told you the American Education System provides the best
education in the world.
They lied. There are many surveys that rank the various educations
systems in the world and most show the U.S. far from the best, but for me a
good indicator is whether or not adults can discern fact from fiction. And
when, according to Gallup, 64% of Americans still trust our scientists today
after all the lies outlined herein, I would have to say our education system
has totally failed. And OBTW, 79% of those who believe these lies are
Democrats, compared to only 45% Republicans. For more details read one
of the most important books of the century by John Ellis; The Breakdown of
Higher Education (2020), where we learn that our education system has
been taken over by very progressive far left liberal professors and
administrators who hate America.
21. They told you Systemic Racism is a major problem in America.
They lied. (Source) It’s a total fabrication by the socialist regime of left-wing
politicians, corporate media, and big tech. It is being used to create division
among the people in their effort to destroy our country.
22. They told you there is no inflation.
They lied. (Source) It’s currently 7.7%. When we increase the money
supply through manipulated economic activity controlled by government, a
process which is essentially printing money, people will have more money
to spend on too few goods available and further drive up the cost of goods
in the U.S. Until the labor market is restored and the supply chains
normalized, inflation will continue to be a long-term problem.
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23. They told you we have operational control of the southern border.
They lied. (Source) In fiscal year 2022, over 2.4 million illegals will have
crossed and they have confiscated thousands of pounds of drugs.

Epilog
WOW! When will the lying end? I think, like a drug addict, the far-left
psychopaths have gotten so out of control, that this will only stop when they
finally overdose and die. As they continue to drink their cool-aid (vaccines)
their immune systems are getting worse with every booster, so it’s only a
matter of time before they all die from a failed immune system that the
vaccines killed. Unfortunately, many of the Sheeple will also die. The
psychopathic politicians will continue to fight, but without their loyal
sycophants, they will lose the power they all crave and once again sanity
will reign in this land of the free.
In the meantime, “We the People” need to call out and vote out all these
progressive psychopaths currently running our various governments. Once
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they are excised, we need to enact new laws that will prevent this insanity
in the future.
Actions
After we Impeach Joe Biden, we also need to do the following:
1. Because at the core of all this lying is the inability to know and
understand reality, we need to teach effective problem-solving in all our
education systems.
2. Require all scientific papers to be evaluated against the principles of
causation before publication.
3. Shutdown all border crossings on the southern border except preaccredited commercial traffic and legal vacationers.
4. Find all illegal aliens and deport them to Mexico, because they allowed
them in.
5. Finish building the wall on the southern border.
6. Prosecute the felons who have perpetrated these pandemic crimes
against humanity.
7. Include in the prosecution of these crimes, all the managers of Big
Pharma.
8. Breakup all the big pharmacy companies into smaller companies and
make it illegal for them to have any unofficial contact with any government
agencies.
9. Write Federal laws that prevent all social media sites from censoring
anything.
10. Fire everyone in the headquarters building of the FBI and reorganize to
prevent spying on patriots.
11. Change the laws to make it legal to fire a government employee and
then fire everyone at the headquarters of the US Dept. of Justice and every
other Federal Government Bureaucracy. No one shall be hired until they
have taken the RealityCharting training course.
12. Re-evaluate our education system by asking: “For what purpose?” for
every single class. If the purpose does not provide clear value, then it
should be removed. Make education fun by focusing on exercises where
the students ‘learn by doing,’ not listening to a talking head. No more woke
ideologies. Get rid of everything associated with “Diversity,” and Gender
Identity. And use meritocracy as the guide to success.
13. Implement Article V of the US Constitution, which allows for a
Convention of the states (Two Thirds of them) to convene and propose
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amendments to the constitution. This movement is ongoing and details can
be found here: Convention of States. As a minimum, we need term limits
on all public servants, including the judiciary.
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